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Address Klasing Kabel GmbH 
Germanenstr. 1 
85095 Denkendorf

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Flat Ribbon Cables:

 

Cross Areas - 32 AWG to 18 AWG as well as other conductor constructions, i.e. according to VDE etc.
Pitch Sizes - every pitch size between 0.635 mm and 8.00 mm
Conductors - Solid bare and tinned regular stranded conductors (also extra flexible) bare and tinned prebonded conductors for automatic
processing (7 strand constuction) overcoated conductors with extra tinning (7 strand construction)
Single or double outer jacket (PVC, PUR, halogene free)
Zip feature available (extra temperature, extra flexible)
UL/CSA/VDE approvals

Speaker Cables:

Cross Areas - 2 x 0.25 mm² to 2 x 10.00 mm²
Pitch Sizes up to 10.00 mm
Conductors - regular, flexible, extra flexible - bare, tinned, silverplated, OFC
Regular or special design upon customer`s request

Round Shielded Cables:

Screen - braided, spiral, or foil screen
Lay-up - single cores laid up or twisted pairs
Cross Areas - 0.08 mm² to 4.00 mm²
Conductors - 1 to 61 conductors . UL/CSA approvals (halogene free)

Multicore Round Cables:

Lay-up - single cores laid up to twisted pairs
Cross Areas - 0.08 mm² to 4.00 mm²
Conductors - 1 to 81 conductors
UL/CSA approval (halogene free)

Car-HiFi-Power-Cables:

Cross Areas from 2.50 mm² to 35.00 mm² - Hook-up wires of nearly all sizes and styles

Special Cables:

Special design and construction upon customer`s request
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